This paper addresses our proposed methods for face feature detection and 2-D scalable face model design in order to achieve scalable model -based video coding. Firstly, fast and reliable algorithms have been proposed for eye, mouth and chin detection. Then, based on the dete cted face features and human face muscular distribution, a heuristic scalable face model is designed. Experimental results show that this scalable face model can represent face motion precisely.
Introduction
In the recent decade, much research has focused on 3-Dimensional (3-D) model -based video coding as for videophones. In model -based video coding, a 3-D wireframe model is predefined in both encoder and decoder to analyse and synthesize the face object. Only the analysis data needs to be transmitted to the decoder. Experimental results show that it can achieve very low bit rate video coding (lower than 5 kbps). However, 3 -D model based video coding scheme has some disadvantages:
• The adaptation of face model to a particular human face in the sequence is very complicated; • The analysis process in video encoder is too complex to get the data that is used to synthesize the image in the decoder; • It is very hard to achieve scalable coding. In order to overcome these disadvantages, a 2 -Dimensional (2-D) face model is studied and used in our research. Much research has shown that 2-D model -based coding with affine / perspective transformation and triangular mesh models can simulate almost all capabilities of 3-D model -based approaches using wireframe models at a fraction of the computational cost [1] . Furthermore, it is very easy to achieve scalable video coding. In this paper, we mainly discuss the design of a 2-D scalable face model for model-based video coding.
First, efficient face feature detection methods have been proposed for eye, mouth and chin detection. Following this, a heuristic scalable model design method is presented. As eyes, mouth and chin are particularly important to represent face movement and expression, they should be detected reliably. Much research has been performed for face and face feature detection. Ming-Hsuan Yang, et al., give a detailed review [2] . In order to increase the detection reliability and speed, more information has been used during eye and mouth detection. A novel chin detection method has been proposed by combining the deformable template matching method and active snake model. This combination can overcome their disadvantages when they are employed separately. After face feature detection, a heuristic scalable face mode l is constructed, which is based on the face muscular distribution, to represent the face motion and expressions. This paper is organised as follows: In section 2, efficient face feature detection methods are proposed and discussed. In section 3, a heuristic scalable face model is designed based on the detected face features. Some results are listed in section 4 to verify the performance. Finally, some conclusions are given.
Face feature detection

Face localization
In the proposed method, a skin colour model is first used to localize the face. Then, spatial segmentation is conducted to regularize face shape. Finally, face features are used to verify the detected face candidatures. The process is as follows: using a skin colour model, a map of face candidatures can be achieved. At the same time, watershed transformation is used to get spatial oversegmented results. The face candidature map is then superimposed on the top of the spatial segmentation mask to refine the shape of face candidature. That is, if a majority part of spatial segmented region belongs to face candidature, the whole segmented region is considered as part of the face candidature. Next, the connected spatial region is merged together in order to get the regularized face candidate. For every candidate, the shape is evaluated based on the method in [3] because human faces are characterized by elliptical or oval shape. Finally, if eyes and mouth are found in the face candidature, it is considered as a face. Fig.1 shows the face detection results for Akiyo and Carphone sequences. It is shown that the proposed method can detect the face shape precisely.
Eye detection
For eye detection, two methods have been proposed. For a large face, a deformable template matching method is used. If the size is small, thresholding is conducted on the face after filtering by using a morphological erosion filter. For deformable template matching method, the process is described as follows: Firstly, eye location is detected roughly and a small patch surrounding the eye is extracted; Next, the Hough transform is applied to detect the outer edge of the iris, based on the edge distribution. Unfortunately, not all edge maps of irises are standard circle -like, for example, the upper eyelid can hide part of the iris. In this case, the width of iris mask is chosen to be 3-pixel wide for CIF sequences. Furthermore, edge direction is considered during Hough transform. Many tests show that this is more robust than other published schemes. After detecting the i ris position and radius, deformable template matching is used to detect the upper and lower eyelids. The edge and valley energies are used to adjust the template, which is the same as those in [4] . If the face size is very small, such as a face in a QCIF sequence, one simple method is proposed, which is based on the Morphological Open by Reconstruction Filter (MORF) and thresholding. The process is described as follows: Firstly, MORFs are used for the eye patch. Then, thresholding is used to obtain a binary map. For every column of this patch (from left to right), the first and last columns with zero elements are chosen as the column that the eye corners are located at. The mean value of the row number, in which the elements are zeros, is calculated as the row number of each eye corner. Next, the centre of the eye can be estimated based on the eye corners. The upper and lower eyelid (two points) can be estimated based on the fact that the line joining these two points is perpendicular to the line joining the two eye corners. This method is very simple, but has good performance.
Mouth detection (add more )
In the proposed method, deformable template matching method, together with lip colour distribution, is used to detect the mouth. At first, the mouth position is detected based on its luminance value and the position of the eyes. After that, the SUSAN corner detector [5] is used to detect the right and left mouth corners. Deformable template matching is used to detect the upper and lower lips based on the edge energy of mouth. In order to reduce the computational complexity of the deformable template matching, we propose that the lip colour distribution is used to reduce the search position of deformable template. The colour distribution inside the mouth is modeled as a Gaussian mixture. There are three prominent colour regions inside the mouth: a dark aperture, pink lips and bright specularity. Experiments show that this information can be used to reduce almost two third of the computational complexity.
Chin detection
For chin detection, a new method is proposed to increase the reliability of detection. In this method, deformable template matching and an active snake model are combined. Experimental results have shown that deformable template matching c annot detect the chin correctly. It can only be used for chins with parabola -like shapes, for example, the chin of Akiyo. It cannot detect the chin of Carphone correctly. For active snake method, the snake initialisation and the chosen external force affect its performance. In our research, a new chin detection method is proposed in order overcome above disadvantages. The gradient vector flow (GVF) is used as the external force [6] . It can yield a smoother field than the gradient, which was used by the published methods [2] . The process is listed as follows:
• The detection result of deformable template matching is used as the initialization of active snake model. • The external force (GVF) is calculated based on the detected edge and the method in [6] .
• Active snake algorithm is used to detect the chin. Fig.2 shows the eyes, mouth and chin detection results of Akiyo and Carphone sequences. It shows that eyes, Mouth and Chin can be detected precisely by using the proposed methods.
2-D Scalable face mode l design
The human face is considered as a special object to be modeled separately in 2-D scalable model -based video coding since the human face undergoes both rigid and non-rigid motion. The nodes should be allocated on the face features in order to reduce the estimation error of movement. In our research, a heuristic scalable face model is constructed, based on the muscle distribution of human faces [7] . A three-level scalable face model is shown in Fig.3 .
• First, eight nodes and four nodes are allocated on the eyes and mouth to represent their movement. In addition, five nodes are used to approximate the contour of chin. These points are very important to represent the movement of the face and are included in the lowest level 1 (from 1 to 17 in Fig.3 (a) ).
• For level 2 shown in Fig.3 (b) , six additional points are introduced to represent the movement of eyebrows and nose (from 18 to 23). They are useful for head motion estimation. For node point 22 and 23, if the face size is small, they are merged as one point located at the middle of their positions.
• For level 3, 8 points are allocated mainly based on the face muscle distribution [7] . The scalable model of level 3 is shown in Fig.3 (c) . This heuristic model is based on the face muscle distribution u sed to represent the face motion. A more complex model can be designed if more complex face expression needs to be encoded.
Experimental results
Some head-shoulder sequences are used to test the performance of the designed scalable face model for representing face motion. For the head-shoulder object, the scalable models of the human face and other parts, such as human body, are designed separately. The scalable face model is designed by using above proposed method. For other parts, the method in [8] is used. During experiments, four frames (frame 2, 4, 6 and 8) are warped from frame 0 based on the scalable model and motion information. Then, average PSNR values are calculated for four levels. Table 1 listed the PSNR values. Compared with the results in [9] for Akiyo sequence, the proposed method can achieve about 2-5 dB improvements. It shows that the designed scalable face models can represent the object motion more precisely than existing published methods.
Conclusion
In this paper, face feature detection and a scalable face model design are studied. Some face feature detection methods have been proposed. These methods can achieve precise and reliable eye, mouth and chin detection. Furthermore, a heuristic scalable face model is designed based on face muscular distribution and detected face features. Experimental results show that this scalable model can represent the face motion more precisely than previously published techniques and can be used to achieve scalable model -based video codin g. 
